
marion jackson tyler
Twined rug 



Donna MArtin
Twined rug 



Joan Janes

blanket

Wool and mohair 
blends 

from Wellington 
Fibres 

37” x 72”



Joan Janes

JANE STAFFORD RAINBOW KIT



beth whitney
“After spending some years hooking small pieces with geometric 
designs, I wanted to try my hand at a larger piece.  I envisioned a 
wall hanging, to take its place beside my living room fireplace. 
I wanted the hooking to reflect my current interests:  warmth, 

the natural world, sun and moon rising. 

I also wanted the 
colours to blend 
with the existing 
art in my living 
room, so there were 
practical 
considerations to 
the design. 
  
Fibre blending, 
spinning and hooking 
began in January, 
just before Covid, 
and continued until 
August.”



Emily Williamson

restored barn 
loom at the 
backus-page 
house museum



Janice wale

First throw: Under tension 45" wide and 2yds long
Finished dimension  44" wide and 66" long plus fringe
 
Second throw: Under tension 
45" wide and 5 feet long
Finished dimensions  
44" wide and 45" long 
plus finge

Woven on 4 harness 
leclerc 60" Jack loom

mohair throws



Janice 
wale

Mohair throws

Warp: 5yds Briggs and 
Little Hertiage 2ply 
100% wool yarn

Weft: mohair 76%, 
15%wool, 9% nylon

450 ends 10epi  

2x2 twill

 



Janice wale

Threading is M&W
warp: 2/8th natural cotton
12 yards 
Weft: variety 2/8th coloured 
cotton.  
Each tea towel one colour

464ends, 24.5 epi
19" wide and 34" long 
under tension
Finished measurements after 
washing and hemming are 15" 
wide/27" long 

Tea 
towels



katrina bosch
set of tea towels 

made on 4 shaft table loom.



debra eppel

tea towels

cotton/linen 



Linda elkins

Scarf

Woven with dark teal weft 

Pattern is "Greek key" from Handweavers 
Pattern Book

solid and 
hand-dyed tencel 

(dark teal, 
forest green, 

sage green 
+ hand dyed)



linda elkins

pink is Chuck and Yellow is twill

Blankets

slub cotton warp and weft



linda elkins
tea towels

blue tea towels: 2/8 cotton, 
solid blue and white + space 
dyed with indigo
Pattern is a variation of 
"Simply Elegant" tea towels 
from Handwoven

Christmas tea towels: 2/8 
cotton, red, green, black 
and yellow
Woven in twill, Linda’s own 
tartan design



linda elkins
rugs

16/8 cotton
Woven on rigid heddle in 
colour and weave designs



joy lajoie

Basket sewn from 
seams and belt loops 
of blue jeans.



joy lajoie

Pillows from 
waist bands and 
various scraps 

of material.



catherine 
schaus

skein
fibre from a box from 
Wellington fibres 
(50/50 wool/mohair) 

2-ply fractal spun by 
splitting the rovings  1/2 and 
1/4 and 1/4 in the same 
sequences. 

The colour was called West 
Coast and it is three shades 
of green and a teal.



catherine schaus
shawl

spun from two shades of blue in my stash. 
Half is merino and the rest a mystery! 

The pattern is the Dr.Tam shawl, by Kate Atherley. 
The design is based on the Drops lace pattern with 19 

rows of garter repeats in between.



Lee Donely

participated in Tien Chiu and Janet Dawson’s 
Stash Busting Weave-Along. 
eight shaft rose path 
woven from 2/8 cottolin, 2/8 orlec, 
and two weights of tencel.
set at 24 epi.  
The weft is 2/8 tencel.

blue scarf



Lee 
Donely

made during online workshop “Paint Two, Beam One” offered by 
the Weavers’ Guild of Rochester and taught by Denise Kovnat.  

dyed two warps in different colourways and then beamed 
them together as one warp. 

two dyed warps of 2/8 tencel and draft was a eight shaft 
double weave set at 40 epi.  

The wefts were a orange 2/8 tencel and a turquoise 2/8 orlec.

dyed
scarf



marion jackson tyler
“This jacket is the result of 
taking a week-long Intensive 

Garment Construction Workshop 
with Daryl Lancaster.  

Since Daryl cannot cross the 
border with all her 

samples and supplies, 
special arrangements were made 

for a groupof Canadians, 
all from southern Ontario, 

to meet with her 
at Harrisville Designs.  

This was a phenominal experience 
and Daryl was incredibly 

generous with her time 
and expertise.  

  

handwoven jacket

The fabric was wet finished, pressed and then completely interfaced 
with a Daryl approved fusible interfacing. The interfacing stabilized 

the fabric which was already fairly firm.  It is also completely lined.  
It is heavy and warm!  Daryl insisted that this jacket 
deserved a bound button hole so I learned to do them.  

I also learned to do Kumihimo braiding which trims the collar 
and fronts as well as the top edge of the pockets.”



marion jackson tyler

handwoven 
jacket

The fabric for the jacket is handwoven with a warp of mostly 
varigated (2 colourways) silk, some cream coloured silk which 
came from someone's downloaded stash, and some charcoal 
wool--all fairly random.  
The weft--2/8 Tencel doubled in gold.  
Woven in a Goose Eye Twill at 22 ends per inch.



marion jackson tyler

shawlette

“This Shawlette started out life as a Rambouillet lamb fleece which 
was prepped and hand carded then blended with sari silk bits.  It is a 

2-ply fine yarn knit into a simple lace shawlette.  This pattern accom-
modates the amount of yarn available.  I was limited by the amount of 

sari silk I had. On soaking to set the twist, the colour in the silk bled a 
bit giving the white of the wool a pink cast.  Perhaps an asset?”



marion jackson tyler

For her birthday in July,
Lindsay Tyler received 280 

grams of handspun yarn.

  It was a hand carded 
blend of alpaca from

 Debbie Ziraldo's Lacey, 
rambouillet from 
Gaynor Farms and 

commercial merino.
 

Spun fine weight and 2 ply.  
Mom, Marion, resisted 

dyeing the fibre because 
Lindsay's husband is an 

expert natural dyer.  So 
far, Lindsay has kept the 
shawl it's natural ivory 

colour.

 Lindsay knit the birthday gift yarn into a small shawl with a 
pattern she found on Ravelry.  The saw tooth edge is on one side only.  

She said the pattern was simple enough to be quick but still interesting.  
Typically, Lindsay knits lace or complicated colour work.



jill buckley

rolags and 
finished 

skeins

the lighter coloured skein 

was spun from these rolags  

the darker skein was done with the same fibre prep 

method BUT it is alpaca fibre purchased from Deb Ziraldo 

(Mr Tumnus), 

mixed with a 

merino/

tencel blend
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